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I N T R O D U ~ O N  
In this essay I will examine legal transplants from the civil law 

to the common law as described in the books under review. to explore 
the characteristics that make a legal culture a leader in the interm- 
tional arena. I appreciate the enormous amount of knowledge that 
comparativists may find in these two books, and try to make a sense 
of the wealth of data now so easily available. My effort will be like 
that of an arm chair anthropologist in h n t  of the results of his field 
research colleagues. My contribution, rather than adding new evi- 
dence, will be focused on the understanding of what we have and on 
what's next. 

My main thesis is that there 
leadership in Western law and the 
of a given legal culture. Leading legal ideas ence other 
systems are those which help to understand the law as a phenomenon 
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of social organization and which are not too narrowly limited to the 
peculiarities of one given legal system. This theory can explain three 
subsequent leadership roles in Western law - that of France, Ger- 
many and the United States - and anticipate possible future 
developments. 

1. The Development of a Paradigm 

Ten years ago few legal scholars were even aware of ''legal trans- 
plants" between the common law and the civil law. The theory of 
legal transplants in the development of the law had already been 
presented by Alan Watson with his usual clarity, provocativeness and 
strength: "most changes in most systems are the result of borrow- 
ing.1 But the evidence that he offered was mostly drawn from the 
civil law world and some earlier research on exchanges between the 
common law and the civil law was not mentioned.2 

For many scholars Watson's theory illustrated the same point as 
a story told me a few years ago by his mentor, David Daube. In front 
of him one day, a t  Berkeley, Kelsen asked Freud the secret of success 
in academia. After a moment the p a t  master of psychoanalysis an- 
swered: "Exaggerate!" 

Bit by bit, however, the theory of legal transplants conquered 
new people. Some scholars were not merely observing transplants oc- 
curring but started to push the theory forward. By the eighties, legal 
transplants had become a classic subject of comparative law scholar- 
ship. In 1990, the Thirteenth Congress of the International Academy 
of Comparative Law picked it up as one of its topics. The same hap- 
pened in 1993 a t  the Association Henry Capitant. 

In France, Eric Agostini3 - following the path of Rodiere,q 
Gaudemet5 and others6 - entitled the second  art of his book. Thp - -...- , - -- 
Migration of Legal Systems. Agosthi, focusing o i  Japan and Turkey's 
importation of the civil law tradition, developed a distinction between 
assimilation and adaptation in exporting ihe law, and also distin- 
guished the phenomenon of export from that of import.' 

In Germany, Reinhard Zimrnermann, Reiner Schulze and Elmar 
Wadle are carrying on an editorial project - the Schriften zur 
euro@ischen Recht und Verfassungsgeschichte - in which a number 
of volumes are devoted to legal transplants within the civil law 
tradition. 

1. Alan Watson, Legal 'Ihr~phnts 94 (1974). 
2. LenhoR, %nerica'a cdhval Contribution to Europe in the Realm of Law," 16 

Buffalo L.R. 7 (1964). Id., 'America'e Legal Inventiom Adopted in Other Countriee." 1 
Buffalo L.R. 118 (1951). 

3. 'La circulation des modUea juridiquea." Rev. Int. Dr. Coma 461 (1990). - - . -. . . , . 
4. mApproche d'un phenomen: lea mi-gratiom dea sist&mes j'uridiquea.' in Me- 

langes Mar& 947 (1978). 
-5. tranefenr du h i t . '  An& &cidogiquc 29 (1976). 
6. Rivero. Zes phenomenes d'imitation des modhlea .Strangha en droit ad- 

miniatratif," Pagea de Doctrine I1 458 (1980). 
7. Eric Agoetini. Dmit Compad 243s~ (1988). 
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In Italy, Rodolfo Sacco - followed by many others - developed 
the theory of legal transplants in the first edition of his 1980 Zntro- 
duction to Comparative Low. Most of his evidence concerned trans- 
plants within the civil law world, and between civil law and socialist 
countries. By the fifth edition of that work, Saccoa had developed a 
sophisticated theory of legal change - based on what he calls ''legal 
formants". This work helped shift the theoretical orientation of com- 
parative law from the static approach of outlining the differences be- 
tween legal families into a dynamic one in which the relationship 
between the major legal systems of the world was viewed as  a process 
of constant evolution and ~ h a n g e . ~  

In the United States Edward Wise, one of the legal scholars most 
known for his work on legal transplants, has joined the team of Ru- 
dolf Schlesinger in working on the sixth edition of his classic Compar- 
ative Law, enriching even more a work traditionally attentive to this 
particular phenomenon.lo James Gordley has also contributed to the 
tradition, in which the recently deceased great Italian comparativist 
Gino Gorla had long been active," by tracing the history of legal 
transplants in a common European intellectual environment eventu- 
ally received by the Common law.lZ In Great Britain many historians 
and comparativists, from Simpson13 to Markesinis,14 are now work- 
ing on this paradigm. 

Almost all of the early work on legal transplants (with the possi- 
ble exception of some of the most historically oriented) focused on 
transplants fmm the western legal tradition to countries not belong- 
ing to i t  and desiring to create a "modem" legal system.15 Typically 
the focus was on legal transplants within the civil law (e.g., the recep- 

8. Rodolfo Sam. Introduzione a1 Diritto eompamto 132 E t. ed. 1992). 
9. Sam, "Legal Formants: A Dynamic Approach to Comparative Law,' 37 Am. 

J. Comp. L 1 ff. (1991). A comparative discussion of Saao'e and Wateon'a work can be 
found in Ferreri. 'Assonanze traneoceaniche,' Quadtimestre 185 (1993). 

10. See the supplement (1994) of Compmtiur Lau by Schlesinge?, Baade. H e ~ g  
and Wiee. Interestingly Edward Wiee wrote the piece on the analyam of the Itahan 
Code of Criminal Procedure a major cam of tramplantation. For his ptevious work on 
transplante see Wise, 'Legal Tradition as a Limitation on Law Reform.' 26 A m  J. 
Comp. L 14 (aupp. 1978). Id.. .American National Report, The Tramplant of Legal 
Patterns, XI11 Congress of Comparative Law,' Am J. Comp. L. (Supp. 1990). 

11. See some of the results of a lifelong ~cholarly enterprise in Gorla 81 Moecia, 
'A Revisiting of the Comparison between Continental Law and English Lew (16th- 
19th century)," 2 J. kg. History 143 (1981).& 

12. Jamen Gordley, The Philoeophicol Origim of Modern Contmct Doctrine 
(1991). 

13. Simpeon, "Innovation in Nineteenth Century Contract Law." 91 L. Q. Rev. 
(1975). 

14. B.S. Markesinie, The Gmdual Conuerge~e, Fore@ Ideas and English Law 
on the Eve of the 21st Centwy (1993). 

15. See, for example. Alliof 'L'acculturation juridique,"in Etnologic G ~ m k  (J. 
Porier ed. 1968). More literature is cited in Mattei. %xi&& and Non&aaht A p  
proachea to Land Law. Continuify and Chaw in Somalia and other African States." 
16 Rev. Socialist L 17 (1990). 
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tion of Roman law in Germany),ls or within the common law (e.g., the 
reception of English Law in the colonies). 

The effort to identlfy transplants from the civil law to the com- 
IIlon law is much more recent. Before the appearance of the books 
under review, materials were limited. True, there had been a few 
classic works on the influence of the civil law in the early years of 
American law from the early intuition of Herman Oliphantl7 to Ros- 
coe Pound.ls Moreover, some legal historians were aware of the im- 
pact of continental legal scholarship on English jurisprudence.19 The 
impact of the civilian thinking at Doctor's Commons on English Law 
had been studied,20 as well as the impact of Roman law on the devel- 
opment of early common law and e q ~ i t y . ~ l  It is clear, however, that it 
is one thing to detect some particular iduence at a peculiar histori- 
cal moment and quite another to reflect on transplants as a phenome- 
non linking two families of law.22 

When I addressed the issue, late in the eighties, in a couple of 
Italian language works deservedly forgotten, I was able to find some 
early and fairly specific articles by Wittman, La Piana, Herget, Hoe- 
flich, but not much more.23 Today, with the two contributions ad- 
dressed in this review essay, the American Journal of Comparative 
Law special Issue devoted to the influence of Savigny on American 
Law,24 and other scholarly work, the amount of evidence is becoming 
i m ~ r e s s i v e . ~ ~  No longer can scholars trying to understand the west- 
ern legal tradition pretend that it is divided in two hermetically 
sealed subtraditions: the common law and the civil law.26 

16. See James Q. Whitman. The LLgw of Roman Law in the German Romantic 
Era: Historical Vision and Legal Change (1990). 

17. Oliphant, 'A Return t~? Stare Deeisia; 14 A B A  Journal 75 (1928); see also, 
for early consciousness, Hoekh, 'John Austin ~d Joseph Story: Two Nineteenth 
Century Perspectives on the U a t ~  of the Civil Law for the Common Lawyer,' 29 Am. 
J. Leg. Hist. 36 (1983). 

18. Roscoe Pound, The Formative Em of American Law 94 (1950). 
19. Stein, %gal Science During the h t  Century: England," Inchieste di  Dirifto 

Cornpornto, Lu Scienza del D i d t o  NeU' Ultimo Sccolo (M. Rotandi ed. 1976). See also 
Simpson. supra n. 13. 

20. See Brian P. Leva* Z'?e Civil Lawyers in Enghnd, 1603-1641 (1973); Daniel 
L. Coquillette, The Civilian Writers at Doetofu Commons (1988). 
21. For a brief introduction see William Holdsworth, Some Makers of English Law 

(1938). 
22. Peter Stein n o w  that English jurispndena always had a foreign blend, op. 

cit. supra n. 19. 
23. Tutela Inibitoria e Tuteh Riuarcitoria (1987); Stam Decisis (1988). 
24. 37 Am J.  Comp. L 1 (1989). 
25. See e.g., Mathias Reimann, Historisehe Schule und Common Law: Die 

Deutsche Rechtswissenchafl den 19 Johrhundertrr im amerikanischen Rechtsdenken 
(1993). 

26. See Martel, "Verso una tnpartuione non eurocentrica dei eistemi giuridici." in 
Studi m Memoria di Gino Go& (forthcoming 1994): Gordley, 'Common Law v. Civil 
Law: Una diatintione ehe eta 8com~arendo,* in Studi in onom di Rodolfi, Sacco (forth- - - . . . - - - 
coming 1994); Id.. "Common law und avil law: eine uberholte dntersheiduq," 
2.Eu.P. 498 (1993); Lupoi, 'Common Law e Civil Law ( d e  mdici del diritto europeo),' 
Fom It. 1993, V, 431. 
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2. Leaders and Followers in the Luw 

Some colleagues may say that the data collected in these books is 
not c0mplete.2~ Mathias Fteimann himself has written with remarka- 
ble understatement of the relevance of his project, that the influence 
never reached the deeper or, one might say, Wgar" layers of the 
l a ~ . ~ S  And this observation has been made by others, notably by Wat- 
son in his contribution on Chancellor Kent.29 To be sure, more field 
research on this paradigm will be most welcome, as welcome as the 
moment when we will have a tool to measure the deepness and effec- 
tiveness of transplants. 

The comparative law community is now facing the problem of un- 
derstanding why legal transplants happen and whether there are 
recognizable patterns. This task has been taken on, for example, by 
the small group of the comparative law and economics scholars or- 
ganized by Professor Robert Cooter in the Comparative Law and Eco- 
nomics Within this group there is a continual effort to 
explain legal change in terms of economic efficiency.31 Of course, effi- 
ciency has never been the only force behind transplants. There may 
be many instances of the opposite. For example, i t  is by no means 
clear that the recent adoption of the American style Criminal Proce- 
dure in Italy has been an "efficientn choice. 

This last major phenomenon of importation of an American in- 
spired solution within a civil law country32 as well as the notable at- 
tention of other civilian legal cultures to this happening, is only the 
most recent and indeed impressive device of the phenomenon of im- 
port from the United States33 that I will try to address. If we take the 
balance of payments of the civil law versus the common law we can 
easily see that in the recent years it has turned negative. To put it in 
a different way, the civil law has recently ceased to be an exporting 
legal culture and has become an importing one. If this change has 
indeed, occurred then it is important to ask why. 

27. See Zimrnermann. Book review of Lurter, Hoeflich, & Stiefel. 2.Eu.P. (forth- 
coming 1994. 

28. See Reimann. TaUarna of Reception," in The Reception of C o n t i n e d  Ideas 
in the Common Law World 1920-1920 at 17 (Mathias Reimann ed. 1993). 

29. Wataon, *Chancellor's Kent's Urn of Foreign Law," id. at 45. 
30. Professors R. Cooter, D. Rubinfeld. ~ . h n h a u s e r ,  H. Hammanu, T. Ulen, M. 

Adams, W. Fikentsher, J. Finsinger, G. Hertig, G. Horsrnana, U. Mattei and S. Ota 
31. See Mattei. Tfficiency in Legal Transplants. An A n y  in Comparative Law 

and Economics,' 14 Ink Rev. Iaw Econ 3 (1994). Cmter & Drexl, Winnem and Lasers 
after Maastricht (forthcoming). 

32. Pizzi & Masafioti, T h e  New IQLian Code of Criminal Procedure: The DiPIicul- 
ties of Building an Advemad Trial System on a Civil Law Foundation." 17 Yale J. 
Int. L. 1 (1992); Amodio & Selvaggi. 'An Aauiatorial System in a Civil Law Country: 
The 1988 Italian Code of Criminal Procedure,' 62 Temple L R 1211 (1989). 

33. See for a recent contribution in thie direction. Wiegand. T h e  Reception of 
American Law in Europe," 39 Am J. Comp. L 229 (1991). 
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most difficult to influence because of the great wall that divides it 
into civil law and common law. This French influence on the common 
law was not, however, via the code but via the legal culture in a 
broader sense. 

No other piece of legislation in modem times has ever enjoyed 
the same degree of international success. Certainly not by the Ger- 
man BGB, which never circulated. However, the fact that the French 
were the most important exporters of statutory provisions did not 
mean that they remained the unchallenged leaders in the export of 
law. True, the Napoleonic Code has enjoyed quite recent successes - 
the Egyptian Code (1949), itself extensively copied in  the Middle East 
and in Africa being the most important example. But by the half of 
the period covered by Reimann's book the leadership had already 
shifted. Indeed most of the world, including the common law was ad- 
miring the imposing achievements of the German Pandetists. Schol- 
ars from all around the world - including such leading common 
lawyers as Pollock and Maitland - considered themselves disciples 
of Savigny.41 The contributions by Herget,42 Riesenfeld,a Bux- 
baum,M Reimann,a WhitmanqB and Graziadei'7 demonstrate that 
the influence in England and the United States was far from super% 
cial but reached deep and long lasting layers of the law. Indeed it 
affected the very conception of the law, or its "image" as Graziadei 
calls it thus showing how much more important in understanding 
transplants is to hunt for cultural connections rather than for en- 
acted rules of law.48 German law also influenced some of the very 
legal institutions of developing capitalism (Buxbaum, Riesenfeld, 
Witman). Last but not least, Reimann in his outstanding paper 
shows us the German influence on the crucial cultural aspect of the 
academic organization, without however pointing out how this has 
been the very embrion - or maybe indeed even the cause - of the 
next change of leadership: from Germany to the U.SA49 

The extensive influence of the German model on the common 
law, which thus far has been too much neglected in the standard com- 
parative law literature, is particularly strong evidence of true intel- 

41. See Hoeflich. 'Savigny and hie AngleAmerican Dieciples," 37 A m  J. Comp. L. 
17 (1989). 

42. Heraet, 'The Inhence of German Thought on American Jurisprudence, 1880- 
1918," supra n. 28, at 203. 

43. Riesenfeld, 'The Impct of German Legal Ideas and Inatitutiona on Legal 
Thought and htitutions in the Unibd States." supra n. 28, at 89. 

44. Buxbaum, 'The F'mWnanca of No Par Stock: A Comparative History,' supra 
n. 28, at 99. 

45. Reimann, "A Career in Itself - The German Professorate as a Model of Amer- 
ican Legal Academics," supra n. 28, at 165. 

46. Whitman. "Early German Corporatism in America: Limits of the Social in the 
Land of Economics," supra n. 28, at 229. 

47. Graziadei. 'Changing Images of the Law in W[ Century English Legal 
Thought (The Continental Impulre)," supra n. 28, at 115. 

48. Id at 115 ie probably the most impresswe paper for scholarly effort and mar- 
shalling of new evidence. It eodd have been much more assertive in its conclusions. 

49. Reiiann, "A Career in Itself-The German Profeenorate as a Model for Amer- 
ican Legal Academim," supra e 28. at 165. 
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lectual leadership if we consider that, (with the limited exception of 
Joseph Story in conflict of law) Anglo-American law was totally ne- 
glected in the civil law world.60 Everywhere, in the common law, in 
the civil law and even in non western legal systems "the German sys- 
tematic and dogmatic method and the concepts defined within it were 

tly".'= 
law world only France, Belgium, Quebec and 

relatively unaffected by such expansion. Jurists 
ustria, Scandinavia, Russia, Hungary, Rumania, 

Bulgaria, Italy, Spain and Greece were a t  work using the German 
formalistic approach to interpret and discuss their legislation even in  
the cases in which it was French inspired. Outside of Europe, in most 
Latin American countries and all the way to China and Japan, Ger- 
man scholarship became the most prestigious source of law. In the 
Common law world, basic introductions to English law such as  that of 
Geldart or of Jenks employed the typical German terminology to ana- 
lyze common law structures. The methodological analogies with 
Langdell's formalism are too striking not to be noticed.52 Reimann's 
group contribution makes it even more likely that these were not 
mere methodological reinventions of the wheel. 

There was not much that French legal culture could oppose to 
such an expansion. The approach of the French exegetic school 
seemed too primitive to be taken seriously. Within scholarly commu- 
nities there was a desire for legal science that could by no means be 
satisfied by the black letter appr0ach.5~ To be sure, individual French 
authors - from Geny to Duguit - could still become famous and a 
few m&nal jurisdictions remained faithfid to the French intellec- 
tual leachship. But the personal charisma of a scholar is one thing, 
the recognized world leadership of a country's legal culture is another 
thing entirely. 

4. Winds of Change: From Europe to the United States 

It  is not easy for a country to acquire intellectual leadership in 
the law. And once gained it is easily lost. The fall of German prestige 
was even faster than its rise. An interesting example in the civil law 
can be found in Scandinavia where antiformalistic legal realism did 
not allow much formalist thought to survive a t  all.S4 In Italy, by the 
thirties, scholars - a t  least in  the leading field of private law - 

50. It is very well known that Savigny c i t d ~ t o r y  on Conflict of Law. However we 
muet consider that, at the time. Conflicts was a very new area of the law, whose cul- 
tural importance was much more marginal than today. 

51. Sam,  supra n. 9. at 240. 
52. For further diaeussion and some axamplee see Matte'i, supra n. 23 and id.. 

Common Law 279 fF. (1992). 
53. Compare Hoefich, Zaw and Geometry: Legal Science from Leibnitz to Lang- 

dell," 30 Am J. Leg. Hiat. 95 (1986). See also the eontributiona by Graziadei and by 
Reimann to the Reimann project. 

54. Stronholm, Za Philosophie du droit Seandinave," 5 ee. R D C  (1980). Some 
flavor of the so called Scandinavian realiam may be felt by reading many of the wntri- 
bution that appear on the Engbh language journal Scandinavian Studies in Law. 
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were already unsatisfied with German imports and were trying to 
work out their own solutions. It is interesting to note how in both 
these contexts the influence of German post formalistic efforts was 
much more modest than that of its predecessors. 

By the end of the period examined by Reimann's group, the pres- 
tige of Germany was declining fast, and the world was looking for 
new intellectual leadership. It is certainly true, however, that until 
the end of the Second World War - despite the political nadir of Ger- 
man image for decent scholars - the balance of payments between 
the civil law and the common law still favored the civil law. American 
legal realism and certainly Dean Pound, one of the scholars most 
involved in its birth, was still an avid importer. More evidence can be 
found in the contributions of Thomas Raiser on Herman 
Kantoro~icz,5~ of Peter Henog6 and WalterJablonel57 on Hans 
Kelsen and, to be sure, in most of the papers on those refugee - like 
RabelsS* for example - who were already established jurists in their 
respective countries. A lawyer of course always maintains the im- 
printing received during his first year of legal study even if - as the 
papers on Friz Kessler make d e d 9  - he or she may try to hide it for 
political reasons. Moreover, for this same reason, since a law teacher 
shares the minds of thousands of future lawyers, the very fact that 
they are exposed to his teaching influence the legal system to which 
they belong. It is no surprise that this point is made in the contribu- 
tions of Watson on DaubesO and of N o e l  and Pennington62 on Kutt- 
ner - authors who appear not to have influenced positive law at alI 
but who allow us to ask ourselves what is the influence of a scholar. I 
will address this point later.63 

Despite the influence of some of the refugee scholars on Ameri- 
can law, and particularly the well documented influence of German 
scholarship on Llewellyn and the U.C.C.,a it would be wrong to as- 

55. Raiser, "Herman Ulrich Kantorowin," in Lutter, supra n. 36, a t  365. 
56. Henog, T h e  Enduring Signifiuu~ce of Ham Kelsen," in Lutter, supra n. 36, 

at 201. 
57. Walter & Jabloner, 'Hane Kelsen (1881-1973k Leben-Werk-Wu-," in Lub 

ter, supra n. 36. 
58. See Clark, T h e  Influence of Ernet Rabel on Americnn Law," in Lutter, supra 

n. 36, at 107. Kegel, Tmst Rabel,' id. a t  277. 
59. Particularly, Joerges, 'Geschichte ah Nicht-Ceschichte: Unterachiede und 

Ungleichzeitigkeiten zwischen Friedrich Keesler und der deutechen Rechtwvissen- 
schaR," in Lutter, supra n. 36, at 221; aee ale0 Kondgen, Triedrich Kessler-Em 
Grenzganger z-en den Disciplioen," id. at 287; Sandroek. Triedrich Kessler und 
das anglo-amerhmeche Vertrapmht," id. at 475. 

60. Watson. "David Daube," in Lutter, supra n. 36, at  549. 
61. NOIT, 'Stephan Kuttner," in Lutter, supra n. 36, at  343. 
62. Penuinaton. "Stephan Kuttner-Wiseenschatt im Zeichen dreier Kulturen." 

in Lutter. supra n. 36, at 361. 
63. See the brilliant d y e i s  of Dan Cohen, 'listeners and Eavesdroppers: Sub- 

stantive Legal Theory and Its Audience," 63 Cob. L R. 569 (1992) who challenges the 
common assumption that a legal schoWs task is to 'persuade" institutional decision 
maken. 

64. Se+ Whitmans, 'CommerCi$ Law and the American V o k  A Note on Llewel- 
lyn German Sources of the U.C.C.. 97 Yale L J. 156 (1987). 
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sume that the reaction of AmeriEan Legal Realism to legal formalism 
has been merely another cultural transplant from Germany.66 The 
truth is - as it is pointed out in Riesenfeld's piece on Roosevelt's 
America - that by the thirties the seeds of a new world leadership in 
the law were already evident in a number of peculiar and appealing 
features of American law.66 Rudolf Schlesinger in his 'recollections" 
points out how many positive institutional and cultural factors were 
already present in the US. legal system when he arrived in America 
(e.g., democratic participation in legal decision making; graduate 
school of law).67 It is no surprise therefore that legal realism - a 
scholarly product reflecting these particular factors - has been able 
to contribute to the enterprise of understanding the law as a general 
phenomenon of social organization. 

From that moment, within the western world the wind shiRed 
again. In many areas of the law - also thanks to the feed back effect 
of the refugee scholars - attention worldwide was directed towards 
Americans much more than to Germans.68 For the &st time in the 
history of western scholarship the "balance of payments* of the civil 
law tradition became negative. This is a remarkable change since we 
are told that the civil law is the world of scholars while the common 
law is the world of judges.69 Some scholars from America - e.g., 
Corbin and Hohfeld - became oracles of the law not only at home 
but also abroad. Some of their names - as before with the civilians 
Pothier or Savigny - became part of everybody's legal heritage and 
not only that ofAmerica or of the common law. Some of these names - like Kelsen.70 Kessler,'l Rie~enfeld,~~ F r e ~ n d , ~ ~  Kirkhaimer,74 
Schle~inger,~~ D a ~ b e , ~ ~  Kuttner77 are to be found among the refugee 
scholars studied in the Lutter-Stiefel-Hoeflich book. 

This, indeed, is a chapter of comparative law yet to be written. 
Maybe we are still too much involved in its unfolding to be able to 
study it historically with the necessary detachment. However it 

65. See Herget & Wallace, T h e  German Free Law Movement ae the Source of 
American Legal Realism," 73 Va. L. R. 399 (1987). 

66. I discu88 peculiarities of the American Style at the eve of Realism in my Stare 
Decisis (1988). Style is here wed in the senee made clear by John Merryman in his 
numerous contributions to the knowledge of the civil law tradition. 

67. Schleainger. "Ftecollectione of a Migrant Lawyer," in Lutter, supra n. 36, at  
487. 
68. The paper by Sturner, SCurt Ham N a d e l m a ~  und Stefan Riesenfeld und ihr 

Eiuflusa a d  daa deutsche und e u r o p U e  Insolvenzrechf" id. at 493 is for example 
focused only on the feed back effect. 
69. See between many, John P. ~awson.'Z%e Omcka of the Law (1968). 
70. See supra M. 56. 57. 
71. See supra n. 59. 
72. See supra n. 68 and Bol&, 'Albert AEhrenzweig-Kurt H. Nadelmann- 

Stefan A Rieaenfeld," id. a t  95. 
73. Reitz, T h e  Influence of E m  Freund on American Law," id. a t  423. 
74. Ark, 'Otto Kirchheimer: Critic of the Administration of Justice," id. at 33. 
75. KtXz. Ttudolf B. S$d~~~inger.~.id. a t  301; Juenger, Weaingex's Influence on 

the Development of Amencan Law," ~ d .  at  225. 
76. See supra n. 60. 
77. See supra n. 61. 
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at  translations as evidence of influence we find that 

authors are published with great frequency in other 
this happens to selected civilians too. But what 

is remarkable is that since the diffusion of English as a scholarly lan- 
guage is tremendous, translations from English are less necessary 
than translations into English and from other languages. The shift in 
leadership is easy to see m Italy, an importing country in modem 
times, where the number of legal pieces translated from German or 

78. See supra n. 31. 
79. See, for more intluencea. Tokyo International Center for Comparative Law 

and politics, Dutch and Japanese h s  Compamd (1993). 
nn See L e m d .  'Civil IAW Codification in Quebec. A Case of Decivilianization," --. --- 

Z.Eu.P. 575 (1593). 
81. The Italian Cardow Leeturea in Law are an example. 
82. The Dutch Tilbu* International and Comparative Law Review is opening a 

path and challenging the Idea that only graduate ahdents can edit law journals. 
83. Christian De Wulf, % TNst and Corresponding h t i t u t i o ~  in the Civil Law 

(1965); Fratcher, 'TTus~.' E ~ [ o p e d @  of Compamtiw Law, VI Ch. 11, 
84 fE.; Gambaro, 'Problem m matena d~ nconoacunento degli effetti del T w t  nei 
paesi di Civil Law," Rivisto Diritto Civik 1984, 1, 93 EL; Felix Weiser. T11(8*r on the 
Continent of Europe (1936). Hein Kab, TNst und Treuhnd (1963); Gambm, F a t  , competizione fra modelli (puridia," in Studi in o ~ r e  d i  Roddfi S m  (forthconung); 
Hansmann & Maetei, 'Comparative Law and Economies of Trust," (discussion paper 
for Comparative Law and Economies Forum); Frans S o n n d d t  & Harrie Van Mem, 
The ?hut: B d g e  or Abyss Between Common h and Civil Law Jur iedic t io~ (1992). 
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French is today a fraction of what is translated from English.s6 But i t  
is observable very clearly in other legal systems too. In Israel, for 
example, the initial imprint of English common law influence was 
strong. The Common Law influence was then diminished by the im- 
pact of civil law scholars, but has been reaffirmed today by the im- 
pact of American law.87 In Japan, the influence of American 
scholarship today is so clear that it hardly needs to be discussed. In 
Latin America today, American law is probably the leading influence 
too, due to the significant number of legal scholars that study in the 
United States.88 In Eastern Europe, the privatization process is in 
large part directed by American experts,89 and even China is the fo- 
cus of an effort to establish the rule of law - or maybe - to assert 
cultural leadershi~.~O It is interesting to note that this tremendous 
impact is mainly achieved through academic channels by exposing 
future generations of lawyers to the teaching in American law schools 
and then sending them back to influence their colleag~es.~l I t  would 
be too simple to say that behind this success there is merely a policy 
of helping foreign and particularly non western students to get Amer- 
ican legal education. Italian, French or Japanese students flocking to 
the United States would have had the same possibilities to study in 
Germany or elsewhere, since they do not get much financial aid from 
American schools or institutions, but they choose not to study in 
these other countries. They choose instead American schools because 
they find it more interesting. Their choice is in part influenced by a 
broader cultural phenomenon that makes whatever is American 
more appealing to youngsters. This is true in the domain of fashion, 
of music, and eventually of law: they feel the leadership. 

Of course the above is hardly an exhaustive list of the different 
"patterns of reception", to use Reimann's terminology. Nevertheless i t  
is sufficient evidence that a change of intellectual leadership took 
place. This shift needs to be studied by the comparative law 
community. 

This change of international academic leadership is likely to be a 
consequence of that change of leadership - noticed by Max Rhein- 
steing2 and discussed by Mary Ann Glendon93 - from judges to 

86. In the leading collection of legal translatiom in Itnlian, that edited by Cosimo 
Mara, Mazzoni and V i e n z o  V m o ,  where the s t r ewd  policy ia that of pluralism, 
out of seventeen boob so far translated eleven titles are &om English. 

87. Daniel Friedman, The Efit  of Foreign Law on the h of Israel (1975). 
88. See reference3 in Schleainger, supra n. 85. at 316. 
89. See for some updating the '~ym~oaium dh Privatization," Haetings Int. & 

Comp. L. R. (forthcoming); Schleainger, Baade. H e m g  & W i ,  supra n. 10; Gian- 
naria Ajani, Fonti e modeUi nel din& dell' europa orientale (1993). 

90. See Frankel. Transfers of Knowledge. Statutory Drafting in China." (discus- 
sion paper cited by permission of the author). 

91. See Trakman. T h e  Need for Legal Training in International Comparative 
and Foreign Law: Foreign Lawyers a t  American Law SehooIs," 27 J. Legal Education 
509 (1975). The kind of viaa which ia aupplied to auch atudents and scholars. is subject 
to the so called two years rule according to which the foreign scholar once back must 
physically atay in her country two years before being allowed to come back. 

92. Rheinetein, 'Leader Gmupa in American Law," 38 U. of Chi L. R. 687 (1971). 
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scholars within American law. If it is true, as  it has been pointed 
oUt,94 that legal scholarship is the least inherently parochial of "legal 
fomants"g6 and is therefore the most efficient means to diffuse legal 
ideas abroad,96 than it is likely that, as in international politics, lead- 
ership a t  home is a prerequisite for leadership in foreign affairs. It  is 
more likely, in other words, that foreign scholars become interested 
in the legal culture of a even country when they are persuaded that 
this culture plays a leading role in shaping a legal system which they 
admire. The reason may be the practical aspect of legal scholarship, 
which makes people wrongly believe - as Mary Ann Glendon points 
out - that the impact and influence of a scholar should be measured 
in terms of their impact on positive law.97 Of course if that were the 
case we than would consider Bridget Bodenheimer's work98 (who 
helped framing the statute who stopped forum shopping in children's 
custody disputes) more influential on American law than Max Rhein- 
stain's,99 Albert Ehrenzweig'slo0 or Hans Kelsen'slol just because 
these three scholars never directly influenced enactments or court de- 
cisions. We should then consider Riesenfeld's contribution to Hawaii 
retirement law more important and influential than his work on Eu- 
ropean Law;lo2 or Schlesinger's contribution to New York civil pmce- 
dure more important than his seminal "common coren project or his 
Comparative law book.lo3 From a global perspective this is mani- 
festly not the case. 

On the other hand, the practical dimension of law, once its lim- 
ited province is recognized can not be disregarded. And whether one 
likes it or not the feeling of the lack of relevance of a given legal cul- 
ture within its own local boundaries may well foreclose its chances to 

- 

93. Glendon, "rhe Influence of Max Rheinstein on American Law," in Lutter. 
supra n. 36, at 171. 

94. See Monateri, "Legal Doctrine as a Source of Law. A Transnational Factor 
and a Historical Paradox," ftalian National Reports XlIth International Congress of 
Com~amtive Law (1986). - 

gb. See supra n. 10. 
96. See Mattei & Pulitb?i, "Acompetitive Model of Legal Rules," in The Competi- 

tiue State (Albert Breton. G m l w  Galeotti. Salmon & Ronald Witrobe eds. 1990). ..-- . 

97. See supra n. 63. 
98. See Krause, "American Family Law and Brigitte Marianne Bodenheimer," 

309. 
99. Two contributions on this author indeed point out at hie tremendous cultural 

and methodological impact shown in& aha by his being one of the founding fathers of 
sociology of law. See Glendon. s u m  n. 93 and von Marshall, %ax Rheinstein," in 
Lutter, supra n. 36. at 333. 

100. See Reimann, supra n. 26, showing a relatively minor role in conflict of law; 
For a more comprehens~ve andy-81~ of his work however Kessler, 'Gedanken bei Lek- 
ture von Albert A. Ehrenzweits Tsy*oanalytische R~htswissenshaff," id. at 281; 
and BolgC, supra n. 72 sh?ws ha rmyor role as  a trait d'union between the lively 
Austrian culture and paradigms of jurisprudence. 

101. See supra nn. 56,57. 
102. See B o l e ,  supra n. 72; Shuner, supra n. 68. 
103. On the former conhibution focuses Juenger, supra n. 75. An excellent a p  

praisal of his cultural impact can be found in Btz. supra n. 75. Schlesingeh 'arm. 
mon core" book is probably the moet widely reviewed product of American culture 
abroad. 
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acquire worldwide leadership. For this reason English legal scholar- 
ship, although it belongs to a cultural, political and legal tradition 
immensely admired abroad, has never been able to assume world 
leadership. Interestingly, Max Rheinstein himself noticed how Amer- 
ican law was becoming more like German law because scholars were 
assuming leadership within it.lo4 

In the remaining part of this review essay I will try to give a 
sense of the role of the refugee scholars in this change of leadership 
and to advance some explanations of why the change happened. 

5. Reasons for the Change: Political Atmosphere and the Role of 
Refigee Scholars 

A few points stand out in a number of the essays. People who 
escaped the horrors of the destruction of the rule of law in Nazi Eu- 
rope could not have been expected to be very enthusiastic about Euro- 
pean legal systems. This is yet another consequence of the strict 
relationship between law and politics. ib Langbein points out in his 
paper, something wrong appeared to have been in European legal 
systems if the destruction of the rule of law and of individual rights 
was such an easy task for Hitler.106 

This observation provides us a first explanation for the change of 
leadership within the Western legal tradition, a political one. There 
may be a preference in the Western legal culture for solutions which 
guarantee or appear to guarantee individual rights.lm The prefer- 
ence may have facilitated the change of leadership even if it is not a 
sufficient explanation because it does not tell us why American and 
not English law took the lead.1O7 

Immediately after the First World War the political prestige of 
Germany fell dramatically. Raiser points out that as early as 1924, 
even the influential Roscoe Pound encountered such resistance from 
his fellow faculty that he was unable to invite Herman Kantorowicz 
to lecture at  Harvard just because he was a German. 

Western lawyers are usually very fond of the rule of law - the 
source of their own power - and are always prepared to defend it 
even against modernization, efficiency or even democracy. The best 
historical evidence of this point appears at the very birth of the rule 
of law. It  is sufficient to look at  the mythology that English legal his- 
torians have created around the figure of Sir Edward Coke. The suc- 
cessful alliance of the Common Law Courts with Parliament against 
the Tudors, was the victory of the old feudal society against very rea- 
sonable attempts carried on by Henry VIII and Elizabeth I to mod- 
ernize the legal system by means of equity and of the other 
prerogative courts. The victory is considered the birthdate of the 

-- - 

104. See Rheiastein, supra n. 92. 
105. Langbein, The Influence of German Emigda on American Law: The Curious 

Caae of Civil and Criminal Procedure," in Lutter. supra n. 36, at 321. 
106. This seema to me the main force behind the import of American Criminal Pro- 

cedure in Italy. 
107. See. infra lOlg fl. 
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*,estem stylen rule of lay. The seventeenth century English Parlia- 
merit had, of course, n o t e g  to do mth  democracy. Nevertheless, this 
victory has been depicted 1x1 the leading English Whig historiography - accepted in much comparative hterature - as a triumph of indi- 
vidual rights and of a modem conception of law. The reality was the 
opposite,lo~ but such propaganda has been enough to officially oblit- 
erate the role of the civilian wnters in modernizing the co-on 
law.lo9 

It  is only natural that common law systems were highly re- 
garded by civil lawyers d w n g  post War reconstruction, especially 
American law where Edward Coke's conception of the rule of law as 
superior to political will became positive law in Marbury v. Madison. 
After all, the two common law Systems were on the right side, and 
moreover had won the war. To be s y e ,  in the post war period gome 
American conceptions of law were Imposed on others (Japan offers 
the clearest example). But, due to the average professional lawyer's 
love for the rule of law, the reception thereafter was very much also 
the product of choice. 110 

One of the most interesting examples of fervent admiration, 
mixed of course with a lot of well deserved gratitude, can be found in 
the work of ~enhoffdiscussed by Junker.ll1 As has been pointed out, 
w o  history of the two legal systems can be written now without tak- 
ing into account how men like Dr. Lenhof brought back into the civil 
law the great currents of Anglo-American legal and political 
ideasn.l12 In two relatively early papers, Lenhoff gives us such a 
strong picture of the role of American law in the development of the 
civilized world that even the most fervent admirer of American law 
may find it overemphasized.l13 This attitude again is only natural 
and it is by no means l i e d  only to politeness and gratitude. It sheds 
light on the role of imptigrants S~holars as legal brokers - or, as it 
has been said, as "ferhllZerSm of American law.l14 Indeed, the pattern 
of import and export can usually be described as one in which the 
import from the civil law happened sotto voce, while the export was 
very open and passionate. We can find other examples in such a pat- 

108. See Frederic W. Maitland. English Law and the Renaissance 3 ff. (1901). 
109. See Levack, sup- n- 20. 
110. The military victory of English and American democracies over Nazi Ger- 

maqy and Japan has pdu-d and irresistibly dithrsed two fundarnentdly important 
data. h.om one point of view it has shown that English and American metiktions are 
efficient and therefore apt to carry on pmPss .  On the other hand it has shown that 
the same institutions were better than the Empean counterparts to protect liberal 
and democratic values." SaCCCJ, supra n. 9, at 250. 

111. See Junker, T?)ef Einfluss Arthur LenhoB (1884-1965) euf dm Arbeit- 
srwht im deutschspractugen Raum, ~ d .  at 267. 

112. Touster, 'Reflections on the Emigre' Scholar: In Memory of Arthur Lenhoff," 
16 Bufi lo L. R. 1 (1966) P. 4. 

113. See ~enhoff,  SUP^ n. 2- 
114 Such expression is used in the reporl by Dane, ReFgees in America, o f  

the cokmittee fir the study of recent immigmlion from Europe 287-99 (1947). 
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tern, Kronstein - interestingly discussed by Gerber - being the 
most clear due to the strong political nature of antitrust law.115 

Of course this pattern was not the only one possible, but traces of 
i t  are at  play everywhere. To be sure Otto Kirchhaimer in his book on 
Political Justice scandalized whomever was not equipped to under- 
stand his very sophisticated message. This author subtly compared 
some distortions of the American criminal process with Stalin's Rus- 
sia or with Nazi Germany. But, as Donna Artz points out in her excel- 
lent paper,116 the book appeared later, and Kirchhaimer has always 
been careful to use two levels of communication, a conservative one 
for lawyers, and a more open one for his political science readership. 
Kirkhheimer's contributions on Criminal law are an interesting ex- 
ample of careful insights from a civil law perspective, offered to com- 
mon law lawyers who actually did not need them a t  all.l17 

The immigrants who were most able to criticize American law 
openly even in "political" areas have been those who passed through 
a new legal education and therefore had the feeling of being insiders 
in the American system. Rudolf Schlesinger's essay on comparative 
criminal procedure is probably the best exarnple.l18 However, even 
here - and its author's contribution to the volume discussed is the 
best evidence - the described pattern is not completely absent. In- 
deed the visibility and impact in Europe of the work of Schlesinger as  
an American scholar are much more important than those of works in 
which he criticizes American positive law. The very idea of the fac- 
tual approach of Cornell's seminars, as  well as that of a Case book in 
Comparative law could not have been conceived outside of the United 
States. Indeed, the admiration for such an American inspired ap- 
proach to scholarship have been immense and the few - and indeed 
a little chauvinistic - criticisms from civilian reviewers have been 
focused on Schlesinger being too much of a common lawyer.llg Again 
the influence of the civilian scholar has been sotto voce, while his im- 
pact as a common lawyer have been immense. Other examples of this 
pattern, conscious or unconscious, can be found in the essay on 
HomburgerlZo and in those on Kessler.l21 

115. Gerber, 'lIeinrich Kronstein and the Development of United States h t i t ~ s t  
Law," in Lutter, supra n. 36, at 155; On the same author Rhebinder, Weinrich Kron- 
stein: Sein Einfluss auf das deutsche Rechtadanken und die Fortentwicklung des 
deutschen Rechts,' id. at 383. A deep influence on American Antitrust haa been exer- 
cised also by Callmans discussed in the book by Baums, id. at 63. 

116. Supra n. 74. See also Teubner, v a n  echritt auf d e n  Gebieten zur Verrech- 
tlichung: Rechtssoziologische Theorie im Werk Otto Kirehheimers." in Lutter, supra 
n. 36. at 505. 

117. The ditrerent paths used by common lawyers and civilians to guarantee de- 
fendant's rights are d+med, in the field approached by Kircheimer, in Elisabetta 
Grande, Accordo Crimznoso e Cons~imcv (19931. . .  ~ - .  

118. .& 'Comparative C~ Procedure: A Plea for Utilizing Foreign Experi- 
ence," 26 Buffalo L. R. 361 (1977). 

119. Such a critique was advanced in a book renew by D. Talloa 
120. See Fieeh, "Adolf Hornburger (1905-78): in Lutter, supra n. 36, et 145. 
121. See supra n. 59. 
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This pattern of influence can be seen as the most advanced mix- 
ture between the past experience and the future challenges that 
could happen to immigrant scholars in the domain of the law due to 
the peculiar link between law and politics. This link, clearly stressed 
by the positivistic approach, puts legal scholars in an odd situation if 
compared to scholars of other disciplines. Many of the essays in the 
book are evidence of this point. Certain migrant scholars - indeed 
intellectual giants - have been relegated to less prestigious Univer- 
sities.lZ2 Others - and Rabels is surely the most startling example 
- never received an American Chair.123 The ones who found their 
way to the top of the academic system, occupying chairs in places 
such as Yale, Chicago, Berkeley, Columbia or Cornell are again those 
who passed through a second formal legal education, or those who for 
professional reasons were already experts in American law. This is 
another paradox of legal scholarship in the era of legal positivism. It 
is caught between its practical dimension (its link with politics) and 
the parochialism that seems to be part of the very ideology of our 
discipline. Indeed, in legal discourse we always find at play, usually 
randomly mixed, what Homburger maintained as clearly distinct: the 
analytical and the creative function of the scholar.lZ4 If in the former 
the positivistic dimension does not preclude scholarship, in the latter, 
"normativen dimension, its impact is very evident. Paradoxically, 
even if a scholar's authority should rest only on his scholarship, his 
"belonging" to the system may make a difference. So, an Italian or an 
American law professor, even if she is the world's foremost expert on 
the organization of courts, may be very reluctant to criticize how the 
French Conseil Constitutiomel is organized. She will be even more 
reluctant to advance a proposal for its reform unless expressly de- 
manded by someone else, preferably a French colleague. The same 
law professor, even if ignorant, about for example local government, 
may not feel at  all reluctant to write a very strong case note criticiz- 
ing a decision of ''her" Supreme Court. This paradox, which may help 
explain the attitude of refugee legal scholars, is due to the impact of 
legal positivism on the very perception of the role of legal scholar- 
ship.126 This approach forecloses legal scholars from considering 
themselves as actors of one common enterprize - that, for example, 
of designing better organized courts. On the contrary, scholars them- 
selves feel the need of a sort of local political legitimization in trying 
to "persuade" institutional decision makers.126 This of course does 
not happen in other scholarly traditions such as medicine, philoso- 

122. This large number of outatanding cornparativista operating in minor schools 
seems to be a common pattern also in modem day American academia. 

123. See Clark, supra n. 58. On Rabel see also Kegel, 'Ernst Rabel," id. at 277. 
124. See Fisch, supra n. 120. 
125. Compare, for a similar point, stressing the different positions in which t h w  

retical and practical legal discouraea are carried on, Dan Cohen, supra n. 63. 
126. On such a role compare Rubi, The Practice and Disclosure of Legal Scholar- 

ship," 86 Mich L. R. 1835 (1988). 
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phy, physics or even economics.127 In such other disciplines the west- 
ern tradition is global and may a t  most be opposed to the oriental 
one. To be sure, in such other disciplines the Western tradition is 
not divided, as is in the law, by the big wall between two 
subtraditions.128 

The link between enacted law and the political process of a given 
country in the positivist tradition is so strong that it affects the diEer- 
ent domain of scholarship which ought to be quite different. This is 
why in the modern world the political prestige of a given country may 
affect the chances of its legal culture to become a world leader. 

6. Reasons for the Change: Positivism and the Losses of 
Leadership 

The consequences just discussed of the practical and\or political 
aspect of legal scholarship are not enough to explain why, for exam- 
ple, American and not English scholarship took the lead. We must 
now consider factors related to the "scholarly" aspect of "legal 
scholarshipn. 

Antonio Gambaro, whose efforts to understand the role of the 
legal scholar in the western world12g are an important contribution to 
comparative law literature, wrote: "After all the two phenomena al- 
ways cited of diffusion of legal ideas abroad - the roman-based jus 
commune and the German pandectist school (to whom now you may 
add Law and Economics) are an exception to a constant rule that a 
country's legal scholarship does not copy the more efficient solutions 
from that of another country, even a t  the cost of rediscovering the 
wheel a century later. The language factor is only a limited explana- 
tion: if we compare legal formants we will see that scholars copy less 
than legislators and legislators copy less than the practically focused 
business lawyers. But linguistic barriers should be higher for busi- 
ness people than for scholars*.l30 

The shifts in intellectual leadership which we are discussing 
here seem to confirm a rule that intellectual leadership has not much 
to do with the practical aspect of the law. It  does not have much to do 
with rules of positive law actually produced in one country and copied 
in another. Rather i t  has to do with ways of thinking about law. We 
can see from the changes of leadership we have discussed that the 
more a legal culture takes a narrow positivistic approach, focusing on 
a certain particular texts or on local issues, the less likely it is to 
achieve leadership within the werldwide scholarly community. In 
modem times, in the face of orgies of statutes and statutory instm- 

127. Compare. however, Buxbaum's remarks at the 1994 Meeting of the 
Comparative Law Association, Wer in dieser Welt nichta hat, frisst sich i der 
Nachten satt". 

128. See in general Harold Berman, Imw and Revolution (1983). 
129. See Gambaro, 'I1 succesao del giurista,' in For0 Italian0 V (1983); see also 

Carlo Augusto Cannata & Antonio Gambm, Lineamenti di storicl d e b  giuris- 
pnrderua europea (V ed. 1989). 

130. Unpublished Commenta to Efiieiency in Legal Transplants cit. supra n. 31, 
March 23. 1994. 
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merits, scholars in most countries feel bound to solve concrete 
problems of textual interpretation. They may well be interested in 
applying interpretative techniques and arguments learned abroad to 
their own law, but they are likely to be unable to do so if such tech- 
niques are too intimately linked to actual foreign provisions or issues. 
In such cases foreign scholarship loses interest for them. To give an 
example taken from the immigrant scholars, it is natural that Kess- 
le is  work on contract would not expressly refer to German provi- 
sions. Its role of cross-cultural fertilization - or of hidden legislator 
if we prefer to imagine a scholarly conspiracy against the democratic 
law making - could have been accom~lished more effectivelv bv 
translatingthe policy arguments learnedin Germany into the &e&- 
can legal framework rather than by openly using the comparative ar- 
gument.131 If the legal scholarship of one country, for example that of 
modem France, only uses inherently textual and local arguments,l32 
it may be very difficult for any scholar to translate arguments into 
any other textual context. We have then a cultural explanation of to- 
day's leadership of American Law in addition to the political explana- 
tion given above. 

I will consider here only the waves of reception that are de- 
scribed in the two volumes under review, leaving aside other histori- 
cal evidence that might be found.133 

The enormous diffusion of the Napoleonic Code - the only in- 
stance in which a legal culture has exerted its influence via a Code - 
can not be considered the triumph of a textual oriented positivistic 
legal culture. On the contrary, the Code Napoleon far from being an 
actual "black letter" break with the past, was a genuine product of 
natural law thinking, as well as of a long established European schol- 
arly tradition.lS4 Its diffusion abroad and its interest for the common 
law jurisdictions resulted chiefly from the idea of a simple, conve- 
nient, relatively short document, imbued with the rhetoric of equality 
and individualism, rather than to its actual contents.l35 From the 
moment in which French scholarship became exegetic, the decline of 
its prestige was already clear. Alan 

when enacting it.136 If the textual and 
French culture could offer, it would become useless at the least tex- 

131. This point is clearly made by Langbain, supra n. 105. 
132. See Remy, "Eloge de l'ex6&se." Dmits 1 115 ss (1982). 
133. James Gordley, who as ueual is particularly interested in natural law theo- 

ries, in commenting on this article pointed out at the much larger success of Gmtiue 
jurisprudential work rather than  hi^ work on Dutch law. 

134. After an enormous literature that has puehed the idea of the break with the 

58. 
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tual change of the Code. The most revealing fact, noticed in many of 
the contributions to Reimann's book, is that Domat and Pothier, the 
French civilians most influential in the common law world, were 
leading pre-code jurists as well as inspirers of the code. The dissatis- 
faction with French scholarship is clear in Italy very early and indeed 
explains the tremendous impact of German scholarship which was 
soon considered to be much more scientific.137 

A slightly different pattern can be seen in the leadership, of Ger- 
many that followed. Indeed the leadership of German legal scholar- 
ship is a phenomenon completely separated from the success (or 
better, unsuccess) of the BGB. In the case of Germany, i t  is even more 
clear that the leadership was lost shortly after the enactment of the 
Code. The very reason why German scholarship was interesting and 
admired abroad was that it was not based on enacted (and therefore 
political) law. The method of reasoning based on the deduction of 
rules from pre-defined concepts was independent of textual enact- 
ments. There was no positive legal system in Germany when the 
pandectist school was flourishing. The dogmatic approach - or for- 
malistic as we would say in this country - was an academic achieve- 
ment unconcerned with whether Germany was composed of one or 
thirty-nine States.138 Concepts could be drawn from the Roman law 
(as in its original form) or from a French based Code (as in Italy) or 
even from English cases (as in the American Ames jurisdiction). The 
formalistic approach (like before the Napoleonic-style of Codifica- 
tion), was a genuine contribution to legal science, to "the law", as a 
worldwide enterprise and not a contribution to German legal science 
or to German law. From the moment in which the BGB was enacted, 
German legal culture became positivistic. Its contributions became 
too much concerned with texts not in force elsewhere. I t  was natural 
that such contributions slowly became uninteresting for scholars con- 
cerned with different texts. 

American legal realism was the next wave of leading legal schol- 
arship not only concerned with local issues. The previous discussion 
suggests why the wind shifted. First, from the time of Langdell's na- 
tional law schools (and, according to Reimann, thanks to the German 
professorial mode1)139 American legal culture has never been positiv- 
istic for the simple reason that the law taught in  national law schools 
was not the law applied in the different American States. This is in- 
deed a feature shared by both natural law and the pandectist school. 

Antiformalistic approaches, to be sure, were developed in Ger- 
many as well (and, as we know, the most important contributions of 
American realism were familiar them).l40 But while in Germany 

137. See Sacco, supra n. 9, at 260; Guarneri, "La circulation des modbles au c o w  
des deu derniers siecles." Italian National Rewrts XIIIth Conmess of Comparative - 
Law (1990). 

138. The best English language discuesion ia still Dawson, supra n. 69 at 138 ff., 
432 ff. (1968). 

139. See Reirnann, supra n. 45. 
140. The beat example ia Llewellyn. Even earlier. John C. Gray, The Nature and 

Sourws of the Law (1908). See for a discussion Herget & Wallace, cit. supra n. 66. 
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the antiformalistic approach remained in the minority, in the USA i t  
took the lead meeting the mentioned internal leadership "prerequi- 
site" of worldwide leadership. Legal realism, as a consequence, was 
the next contribution to (or, if we prefer, step forward in) legal schol- 
arship not applicable merely to local problems but ready to be applied 
as a method of analysis to different legal systems as well. In this en- 
terprise of carrying legal scholarship one step forward, the contribu- 
tion of the generation of migrant lawyers has been enormous. Indeed, 
this wave of scholars played a critical role in avoiding the risk that 
realism would develop in a nihilistic direction that would abdicate 
the role of scholars in favor of politically legitimized officials (such as 
nisi prius judges or New Deal bureaucrats.141 In different areas of 
the law and with varying degrees of influence, refugee scholars medi- 
ate between the needs of realist analysis (and of deconstruction) and 
the necessity that legal scholarship play a constructive role in order 
to maintain leadership. The reason these scholars were such success- 
ful mediators may be that they were de facto comparativists by virtue 
of their migration, and because they had already experienced in Eu- 
rope the possible effects of both extremes in legal scholarship. 

Kantorowicz gives us the best methodological example. As a civil- 
ian he was aware that law not only consists of what judges do and 
say. He was also extremely conscious of the role of scholarship in 
shaping the law. On the other hand, as a fervent antiformalist, he 
was perfectly sympathetic with realist conceptions. Kessler shows us 
the same pattern in contract law. Rabel's "third school" in conflict of 
law is another example, unsuccessful only because in this area Amer- 
icans never had much to learn from Europe anyway. Bodenheimer in 
jurisprudence was able to avoid the risks of "up in the air" naturalis- 
tic theories while at the same time avoiding positivist mistakes. The 
same pattern may be detected in the work of others as well.142 

It is noteworthy that the leadership captured by American legal 
culture was not lost even when the paradigm changed with the rise of 
law and economics. It would be beyond the scope of this review essay 
to enter deeply into this new area. We may just observe that law and 
economics is again an effort to understand the forces that are a t  play 
in the law and not in any particular legal system. It is, indeed, an 
approach remarkably unconcerned with positive law, ready to be ap- 
plied in the analysis of any local variant of a legal system.143 And it is 
no surprise that it has much strengthened rather than weakened the 
leadership of American law.144 

The influence of a legal scholar is not limited to his impact on 
enacted law. It is determined by his role within a given culture. From 

141. On such risks see Bruce A Ackerman, Reconstructing American Luw (1983). 
142. See Durham. 'Edgar Bodenheimer: Conservator of Civilized Legal Culture," 

127. 
143. Guido Calabresi, one of the foundingfathers of the Economic Analysis of Law 

can be widered  as well a positive externalrty of Fascist law on American Academia 
144. See the symposium iesue (Robert Cooter & James Gordley eds.) 11 Inkm'l. 

Rev. of L Econ. (1991) dedicated to the diffusion of Law and Economics outside the 
United States. 
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this point of view, we may say that there are also institutional rea- 
sons for changes of leadership in modem law internal to academic 
organization. American academia in general has been an extremely 
productive factorv for the outvut of ideas in the recent years. Some 
outstanding indihduals made their impact much stronger than 
merely influencing a piece of legislation by being powerful organizers 
of legal culture able to shape scholarly institutions admired every- 
where. Such institutions were always inspired by Europe but were 
able to proceed beyond the model by getting the best of the two 
worlds. Langdell was influenced by the German academic organiza- 
tion but promoted the graduate study of law with all its advan- 
t a g e ~ . ' ~ ~  The refugee scholars - people like Kuttner at Berkeley or 
Rheinstein in Chicago - were able to create impressive centers of 
scholarship which attracted to America legal scholars from all around 
the world.14= To be sure, an institute comparable to Rabel's has yet to 
be created in America.147 But we should consider the costs (in terms 
of reduced fantasy and scholarly creativity) of introducing a hierar- 
chical academic organization on the German (or more generally Euro- 
pean) model before regretting too much the lack of such institutes. 
Even if people like Hornburger actively recruited their own disciples, 
the European system of selecting law professors on the basis of close 
personal links was not imported.l48 The rejection of this model was 
probably also a consequence of that "pragmatism, open mindedness 
and lack of class based rigidity"l49 which may have played an impor- 
tant role in the change of leadership discussed in this essay. 

Whether these positive attitudes of American legal scholarship 
are going to continue, or whether they are going to disappear in the 
"Impoverishment of Political Discourse" is a different question.l50 

7. What's Next? 

As noted, there may be an inverse relationship between leader- 
ship in Western law and the degree of positivism and localism of a 
given legal culture. Leading legal ideas which exert influence are 
those which useful in understanding law and which are not too nar- 
rowly limited to the peculiarities of one given legal system. Such gen- 
eral ideas are the province of the scholarly dimension of legal 
discourse, while the more narrow and limited ones belong to its polit- 
ical or practical dimension. The former tend to circulate out of their 
own prestige, while the latter tend to remain static unless pushed by 
the strong political prestige of the legal system in which they origi- 

145. See Reimann, supra n. 45. 
146. This is pointed out in the papers devoted to them. 
147. See, regretting this. Clark, supra n. 58. 
148. See the Symposium, 'Selecting Minds," 41 Am. J. Comp. L. (1993). 
149. Schlesinger, "Ftewllections," 490. 
150. From two different perspectives, very critical of the American system, Gor- 

dley, mere Brilliance," 38 Am J.Comp. L. 367 (1993) and Duncan Ksnnedy, Legal 
Education and the Reproduction of Hierarchy: A Polemic Against the System (1983); 
see +ea more generally Mary Ann Glendon, Rights Talk, The Impoverishment of 
P o l i t d  Drseourse ( 1993). 
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Since these two dimensions are not easy to separate in the law 
- they continually overlap - the legal culture which takes leader- 
ship has to be both metapositivistic and politically acceptable. More- 
over, in order to exert influence a given legal culture must be 
perceived by foreign scholafs as leading within its own boundaries. 
French, German and Amencan legal cultures met these requisites, 
one after the other, in modern times. The papers in the two books of 
this review essay are an invaluable source of evidence of the first two 
periods of leadership, showing that French and German legal cul- 

ng wall that divides the com- 

ip has yet to be written. I 
to offer a t  least a prima 
in the law, leadership is 
modem post cold war 

can political leadership 
will be enough to guarantee the leadership abroad of its legal culture 
without a new wave of deprovincialization. Much of the struggle for 
intellectual leadership among lawyers will therefore be linked to the 
quality of the scholarly products that each culture will be able to pro- 
duce. Whether the most modern waves of American academic writing 
- from Critical Legal Studies to Gender and Race legal studies - 
will be able to offer real contributions to legal thought outside the 
U.S., or whether these efforts will remain too closely linked to polit- 
ical or institutional contingencies uninteresting worldwide, remains 
to be seen.151 It is a fact, however, that American academia is becom- 
ing more and more turned in upon itself and that the generation of 
great comparativists that was given to this country by the twentieth 
century tragedy has yet to be replaced. This self sufficient attitude 
may produce new changes of leadership given that the "willingness to 
use individual (American) states as legislative laboratories to try out 
new ideas"152 is not hkely to be enough to guarantee American cul- 
ture parochialism in the era of worldwide integration. Exam- 
ples, sometimes have to be taken from abroad. 

One may hope however that in the future, i t  will not make sense 
to ask from which country a scholarly contribution comes. Scholar- 
ship in the law, as in all other disciplines, cannot afford to be paro- 
chial if i t  is to survive. 

151. Donna Artz, in her paper notices for example how, surprisingly, Kirchhaimer - even though part of the Frankfurt school - has been totally ignored by the Ameri- 
can critical scholarship. 

152. Schlesinger, 'Recollections," 490. 
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GREEK LAW 

INTRODUCTION TO GREEK LAW ( ~ N D  REV. ED.). Edited by Konstantinos 
D. Kerameus & P. John Kozyris. Deventer, Boston: Kluwer Law and 
Taxation Publishers, 1993. Pp. 448. 

Reviewed by Athena Debbie Efi-aimr 

The title of this book accurately reveals its content. This publica- 
tion provides every practitioner and legal scholar, particularly the 
non-Greek jurist, a clear and concise understanding of the basics of 
the judicial structure of the Hellenic Republic. The genius of this 
book is how it  manages to present, in one single volume, not only a 
descriptive view of the Greek legal system but also a comparative 
look of Greek and foreign laws. This challenge was met by eleven 
distinguished academics-including both editors-and one eminent 
practitioner, who collaborated to author this book. 

Divided into eighteen chapters, the editors have correctly opted 
to begin their work with the historical development of Greek law. 
Thus, in chapat one. Professor Athanassios N. Yiannopoulos traces 
the mythic roots of ancient Cheek law from epic poetry to the classical 
law period. The author discusses how the codification movement 
emerged in the middle of the seventh century B.C., where eminent 
legal scholars undertook the task of dratting elaborate codes with 
comprehensive rules and procedures of justice. 

The f i r s t  chapter concludes by highlighting the modern Greek 
law. The author provides a succinct account of the series of ten Con- 
stitutions which modem Greece has adopted, tracing its roots to the 
various democracies, monarchies and dictatorships of contemporary 
Greek history. Professor Yiannopoulos writes of the influence of By- 
zantine law and Greek tradition in the birth of the 1940 Greek Civil 
Code and, summarizes the amendments introduced in the 1980's in 
order to ensure equality between the sexes. 

In chapter two, Professor%4nastasia Grammaticaki-Alexiou enu- 
merates the sources and materiuls which are a t  the basis of Greek 
Civil Law. Fer those f M i a r  with the Civil Law system in general, 
there are no surprises here. The author enumerates two f ~ r m a l  

* Member, Quhbec Bar, L.L.M.. Washington College of Law. The American Uni- 
versity (1990). 
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